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Intr'Oduction

Sexual abuse of children is associated witb
serious short-term and long-term psychological ef
fects. 1 When maltreatment of a child is reported to
authorities, criminal prosecution, juvenile court in
tervention, or civil lawsuits may be initiated. Many
children, however, do not disclose the abuse,' and
for various reasons, an official report or legal action
does not occur In response to this delay in disclo
sure, since tbe mid-1980's, many COllitS and legis
latures have re-examined the statutes of limitations
which apply to child sexual abuse legal actions

Many advocates for sexually abused children,
adults witb a history of childhood sexual abuse,
therapists, and lawyers assert tbat a rigid application
of traditional statutes of limitations often prohibits
tbe legal system from holding childhuod sexual
abuse perpetrators responsible for tbeir abusive
acts These critics have encouraged policy makers
to suspend or expand limitations periods so tbat
child sexual abuse legal actions can be brought
against tbe perpetrators of abuse many years after
the abuse has occurred

This movement has elicited a negative reac
tion from a variety of sources (including defense
attorneys, insurance companies, accused persons
and their families, memory experts, and others)

They reason that the dangers inherent in suspending
or expanding tbe limitations periods outweigh any
gains. This article examines the rationale for alter
ing statutOIy periods in these cases, considers how
these periods have been altered in jurisdictions
which have chosen to do so, and analyzes the
ramifications of these alterations

Child sexual abuse and statutes of limitations

Civil lawsuits or criminal prosecution may be
initiated when tbe alleged victim is beyond tbe age
of majOIity fjuvenile COUlt action OCCll'S to protect
minors) A civil suit (sometimes called a "tort"
action for negligence, assault or intentional inflic
tion of mental distress) may be brought by the
victim seeking financial compensation from the
alleged offender for harms which resulted from tbe
abuse Criminal proceedings ar·e brought against
the defendant by tbe state prosecuting attorney
under child sexual offense criminal statutes, Either
proceeding can provide a sense of vindication to a
victim who prevails in court,

Most states have legislation establishing stat
utes of limitations for various civil and criminal
actions Statutes of limitations place a limit on the
time within which COUlt actions can be initiated

IThis time limit is intended botb to protect potential
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liabilities, David Finkelhor probed the data about
the benefits and risks of prevention programs, and
Richard Gelles argued provocatively against tbe
prevailing orthodoxy about family reunification

After tbe plenary session, participants had the
rest of the day to attend dozens of presentations
made by tbeircolleagues in the field Many oftbese
were oral presentations in a workshop format; oth
ers were made in the more visual medium of the
poster presentation, giving presenters and viewers
tbe opportunity for extended dialogue. The day
ended with a reception in the poster area, so every
one would have the opportunity to view posters
while their authors were present; the night ended
witb a dance party which was attended by many
Colloquium participants .

Interdisciplinary, international
attendance

Second National Colloquium outperforms the
FirstNEWS

Second
National

Colloquium A
Major Success;

APSAC's
Growth

Continues
-by Theresa Reid

I
Five hundred seventy-five professionals reg

istered for APSAC' s Second National Colloquium,
a 10% increase over registration for the First Na
tional Colloquium Witb faculty, distinguished
guests, and volunteers, more tban 650 people at
tended tbe expanded tluee-day Colloquium, held in
Boston May 4-7.

"Field Day" added

Like its first, APSAC's Second National
Colloquium focused on intensive, in-deptb training
for advanced professionals from all disciplines.
This year, however, APSAC enhanced the program
witb a "Field Day"-a day-long forum in which
professionals from all over the country presented
their latest work The day began witb a plenary
session in which current controversies in the field
were aired, lucy Berliner articulated therapists' Professionals came from 48 states to attend the
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defendants and to preserve the integrity of legal
proceedings, Trial evidence can become increas
ingly unreliable with the passage of time, and unre
liable evidence compromises the integrity of legal
proceedings A lack of time limits can also encouI'
age manipulative tactics on the part oflitigants, who
might attempt needlessly to delay proceedings in an
effor t to force a weaker party to capitulate to their
demands Statutes of limitations are designed to

ensure admission ofaccurate andreliable
evidence and to discourage manipulative
litigants, all by placing a limit on the time
within which COUIt actions can be initi
ated

Court actions only may be initiated
within the time period established by a
statute of limitations, 1his is referred to
as the period during which the statute
runs Sometimes the statutOIY period
begins to lUll when the act in question,
i ,e, the abuse, occurs, In other situations
the statutory time period "tolls" (is put on
hold or suspended), until a secondary act
occurs,

While courts value the prompt initiation of
legal actions, timely actions might not be possible
where child sexual abuse has occurred. Victims
might be threatened not to disclose abusive inci..
dents, Or' a victim's dependence on a perpetrator
mightinhibit thereporting ofabuse. In each of these
scenarios abuse could go umeported for a period of
time greater than that allowed by the statutory
limitations period Subsequent cIiminal or civil
legal actions, then, could not be initiated even after
the inhibiting effects of coercion and dependence
had passed

Civil and criminal actions also could be de
layed when the harms caused by child sexual abuse
ar·e not apparent nntil many years after the abuse has
~=~ occurred This could happen when a

psychological problem related to the
abuse does not develop for many years
(i.e, sexual difficulties), is not recog
nized as being related to the abuse (ie,
an eating disorder), or when the abuse
simply is not remembered until many
years after it occwred,

Rigid interpretation of statutes of
limitations prohibits criminal orcivilpro
ceedings despite legitimate reasons for
not bringing such actions earlier As
discussed below, state legislatures and
cowts have created exceptions to such
rigid applications of the limitations pe
riod in various areas oflaw" The foIlow

ing sections discuss how courts and legislatures
have analogized child sexual abuse to other areas of
law to allow legal remedies many years later.

Civil Cases

Courts traditionally have invoked the delayed
discovery rule in civil negligence suits when not to
do so would result in inequity or unfairness The
delayed discovery rule commonly is used in cases.
involving construction defects and medical mal
practice The faulty installation of a pipe, for
example, located behind an internal wall in a home,
might not become apparent until the pipe malfunc
tions, perhaps many years after installation. While
the applicable statute of limitations relating to this
construction defect may have been one year, the fact
that the pipe was hidden caused the discovery of the
defect to be delayed. Since the defect could not be
discovered until the pipe malfunctioned, the statute
of limitations might toll until the defect is in fact
discovered, Another classic example where courts
have suspended the statute oflimitations involves a
sponge left in a patient's stomach during an opera-
tion that does not result in injury until years later

Similarly, child sexual abuse survivors reason
that the delayed discovery rule should be invoked
when they either do not know of the harms caused
by the abuse, or have no memory of the abuse until
after the statute oflimitations expired Most courts
have refused to apply the delayed discovery rule
when a victim always remembered the abuse but did
not know until after the limitations period had
expired that the abuse had caused a specific psycho
logical harm.3 Many courts, however, have apPlied.
this rule to permit a civil action when a previously
repressed memory of abuse is remembered by a
survivor.' On the other hand, some courts have held
that the delayed discovery rule does not apply even
in repressed memOIY cases, reasoning that these
claims are overly subjective and present courts with
stale, unreliable evidence,S

Courts also might use the delayed discovery
rule to toll the statute oflimitations in civil proceed··
ings under the doctrine ofconstructive concealment
or fraud. This doctrine can be invoked to ensure that
a defendant who attempts to hide a harmful act does
not benefit from the concealment. Thus, when a
child was threatened not to tell by a teacher, one
court held that the child's delayed disclosure was
caused by the defendant's tlueats, a form offraud or
concealment' Or, a child might be misled to believe
that a sexually abusive act is a "normal" occurrence
between par·ent and child, and therefore the limita··
tions period could be tolled until the child under
stands that the abuse was not "normal" (typically
before the age of majority)

In addition, more than one-third of state legis
latures have altered their statutes of limitations in
child sexual abuse civil proceedings 7 In all states, •
the statute oflimitations in any civil action tolls until
the age of majority.. This means that the period of
time allowed to file a civil action, usually one year,

continued on next page
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does not begin to run until the child reaches the age
of majority, on the theory that a person should not
lose the right to bring a legal action until they have
reached this age of responsibility

In child sexual abuse cases, some states have
extended the length of the statutory period (as in
Idaho) for five years from the age ofmajority .' Nine
(9) states have allowed a civil action to be initiated
within a certain number ofyears either after a child
reaches the age of majority, or after the person
discovers the injury was caused by sexual abuse,9
And when legislatures disapprove of court rulings,
they can enact statutes which establish new law. For
example, after a Washington court in Tyson v.
TysonlO decided that repressed memories could not
form the basis for tolling the statute of limitations,
the state legislature passed a statute which allows
such actions

Criminal cases

Courts also apply the doctrines of conceal·
ment or continuing crimes to extend the statutes of
limitations in criminal cases The doctrine of con
cealment allows a court to calculate a limitations
period beginning not when the crime is completed
but rather from the moment that efforts to conceal
the crime have ceased. While the Nevada Supreme
Court has permitted tolling for the period when a

defendant concealed a pomographic
filmII

, othercourts have not been willing
to apply this doctrine to child sexual
abuse cases" Underthe continuingcrimes
doctrine, the crime is not completed, and
hence the limitations period does not
begin to run, until any coercion designed
to inhibit a child from disclosing the
abuse has ceased

Many state legislatru·es also have
changed their statutes of limitation for
crimes against children, child abuse or
child sexual offenses. Some simply have
no statute oflimitations for serious felo
nies, while 37 states have altered the time
periods specifically in child sexual abuse
cases 12 The methods used to achieve
these alterations include eliminating all

time limits, extending the length of the period, and
tolling the period until the child either reaches the
age ofmajority. notifies a law enforcement agency
that the abuse occurred, orceases to bedependent on
the perpetrator of the abuse."

Pros and cons of delayed legal actions

There are both advantages and disadvantages
to bringing these actions many years later. Sexual
abuse survivors might benefit psychologically by
being able to confront their abusers in the formal
settingofacivil orcriminal courtroom ,Sexualabuse
survivors who prevail in civil suits may derive a
sense of vindication and validation when society.
through the vehicle of judge or jmy, decrees that

they were unreasonably violated and are entitled to
compensation. Monetary damages can be used to
pay for necessary tr·eatruent, and any punitive dam
ages might provide a further sense that a wrong has
been committed against them Adult survivors also
may feel vindicated in seeing a perpetrator con
victed and sentenced. Even if defendants prevail,
some survivors still might feel a sense ofempower
ment or control by calling on the defendant to
explain his actions, or benefit from the "secret"
finally being exposed and the allegations made
public

But the potential negative psychological con
sequences to the victim inherent in an adversarial
legal system, including being subjected to deposi
tions, cross-examination and testifying in open court,
must be considered by any sexual abuse survivor
choosing to pursue a legal remedy In addition,
these cases may be very difficult to prove, due to
lack of witnesses or other evidence, and faded
memories. The negative emotional effects of bring
ing accusations and then having a judge or jmy find
for the defendant cannot be underestimated. More
over, the financial costs to the victim of bringing
civil suits may deter many survivors,

These court actions might also have broader
social effects,Criminal and civil sanctions taken
against child sexual offenders may deter the of
fender from sexually abusing others, as well as
discomage other perpetr·ators !10m future acts of
childhood sexual abuse. Other adults who were
abused as children may feel a sense of satisfaction
in knowing that increasing numbers of sexual of
fenders are being held accountable by the comts
On the other hand, if substantial numbers of these
actions are decided in the defendant's favor, it may
have a chilling effect on sUIvivors bringing such
actions, and even may inhibit disclosure of their
childhood abuse or prevent psychological tr·eat
ment

Statutes of limitations primarily function to
preserve the integrity ofcourtproceedings byensur
ing the reliability of evidence.. As noted earlier,
however, states already have extended the statutory
period in civil matters until the age ofmajority, and
some have eliminated a statute of limitations for
serious crimes .14 Thus, the law in some states
recognizes that the need for timely proceedings is
not sacred and can give way whenjustice demands

Extending the statute of limitations in child
sexual abuse cases makes more sense when the
issues are similar to other areas of law in which
exceptions have been created. For example, when
a criminal conceals a crime by threatening the
victim not to disclose the criminal act, child abuse
victims should benefit from a tolling of the statutory
period as would any other crime victim. Or, when
harm from the abusive actdoes notbecomeapparent

continued on next page
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until many years after the abuse occurred, again
there are precedents in other types of cases for
preserving a civil remedy for these plaintiffs

A more complicated question is posed by the
issue of whether statutes of limitations should be
extended to preserve a legal remedy fot survivors of
sexual abuse whose sole reason for not pursuing a
timely legal remedy was amnesia or repression of
memories which only recently have beenrecovered
Criminal prosecutions or civil actions based on
delayed memories has led to a controversy concern
ing the veracity or accuracy of these memOIies, and
the popular press has been inundated with analyses
of the repressed memory phenomenon ,15

Both the popular press and recent professional
mticles reflect growing concern that overzealous
psychotherapists "create" memories of abuse in
clients who were never abused, Psychotherapists
might at times explore a client's history in ways
which either overly influence the client or confuse
psychic and actual reality. Mental health profes
sionals and researchers on both sides of this issue
seem to agree that it is difficult to distinguish a tme
fi'om false memory, and that more research is
needed,16 Exacerbating the situation are stories in
the press and lawsuits involving alleged victims
who have recanted, claiming that their memories
were created by suggestive therapeutic techniques
and are in fact falseY

On the other hand, recent studies indicate that
the phenomenon ofamnesia regarding a memory of
a uaumatic abuse experience may occur in a signifi
cant proportion of adults who expelienced child
sexual abuse,18 Moreover, respected. clinicians note
that cOIroborative evidence supports many recently
recovered memOIies,19

While amnesia orrepression oftIau
matic memories may be a real and com
mon OCCUIrence, at present scientific
uncertainty remains as to when adults
might be mistaken in their memories of
actual childhood events. Legal actions
based solely on such forgotten-then-re
covered memOIies threaten the integrity
of the legal system by relying on evi
dence the veracity of which cannot be
adequately assessed, As one expert re
cently stated:

when we move from the privacy of
the therapy session, in which the
client's reality may be the only reality
that is impmtant, into the cOUItroom,
in which there can be but a single
reality, then we as citizens in a demo
cratic society are entitled tomore solid
evidence .20

Just as importantly, legal actions
based on such evidence may be one fac-

tor contIibuting to the backlash movement in the
child sexual abuse field One researcher notes that
"uncritical acceptance of all allegations" strength-
ens disbelief about genuine cases of child abuse 21

Indeed, society was not able to acknowledge thee
widespread presence of child sexual abuse until the
past 15 years, and there is danger that controversies
such as the repressed memory debate may jeopar-
dize the ability to address this selious problem

Conclusion

Although statutes of limitations traditionally
set a limit on the time peliod within which legal
actions can be initiated, recognized exceptions to
these time peliods have been established acmss
different areas onaw, including most recently child
sexual abuse cases" Child sexual abuse cases fre
quently cannot be initiated in a timely manner for
the reasons noted above and due to no fault of the
abuse victim Nevertheless, due to the cUlrent
controversy and lack of research in this area, it may
be wise for states to refrain from passing new
legislation at this time. Instead, it may be better to
allow the courts to decide on a case-by-case basis
whether the statute of limitations should be tolled or
extended depending on theparticularcircumstances
of the case,

If states continue to reform their statutes of
limitations in these cases, several recommendations
might be made First, any legal action, criminal or
civil, only should be allowed if there is corrobora-e
tive evidence ofthe abuse, Second, in civil actions,
a higher burden ofproof, called "clear and convinc-
ing evidence," could be required in lieu ofthe usual
preponderance of evidence standard. Third, as
some states have done, legislatures could limit the
number of years beyond which an action could not
be brought (e.g., five years after the age ofmajor-
ity), rather than permitting actions until the time a
person discovers the injury from sexual abuse" Fi
nally, another option is to extend or eliminate the
statute oflimitations only in criminal child sexual
abuse cases, where the burden ofproofis higher and
there are greater constitutional safeguards

A more extended discussion of these issues can he found in Josephine
Bulkley & Mark Horwitz, Adults Sexually Abused as Children: Legal
Actions and Issues, 12 Behav, Sci. & 1, 65 (1994)
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clarity and sense ofcontrol by secming a copy of her
medical records and discussing them with someone
who can answer her questions about why certain
things occmred Her feelings of failure may be
diminished if you help herre-flame her experience
so that she sees that she did the best she could under
difficult circumstances,

It is beller not to become too "political" about
the mother's experience until (if ever) she is ready
to hear it Some of the mothers with whom I have
spoken have told me about well-meaning profes
sionals who rail against unnecessary medical inter'
ventions or uncaring physicians These women felt
worse, not better, after hearing such criticisms,

Finally, refer the mother to organizations that
can help (see box) Also encourageherinvolvement
in activities with other new and/or more experi
enced mothers" As she becomes more confident, she
may be beller able to face the challenges of parenting
an infant-no maller how difficult her start
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